Make your case. Know the key players and get to the right decisions sooner. No question.

**LexisNexis® Litigation Profile Suite** is more than a collection of information—it's a whole new approach to gathering the critical intelligence and analysis you need to gain deeper insights into how an expert, judge or attorney will impact your case.

Within minutes, you can search through volumes of data to uncover and assess relevant, detailed information on key parties—all from one source. LexisNexis Litigation Profile Suite pulls it all together revealing a dynamic, graphical snapshot of past performance and patterns of behavior that can strategically influence your case. At any time, you can also go deep by drilling down into individual documents. Plus, it's easy to share the information by creating custom reports in seconds.

Get revealing, hard-to-find intelligence—all in just a few clicks.

- Information on more than 330,000 experts
- The largest collection of verdicts & settlements documents—over 70 percent more than the leading competitors*

*Comparison data based on information available as of April 2013.
The comprehensive collection of insights on expert witnesses.

Uncover their strengths and weaknesses as quickly and thoroughly as possible by accessing the largest, comprehensive collection of published and unpublished expert witness information available anywhere. You’ll discover valuable intelligence, such as prior, contradictory statements; challenges to testimony and inconsistent or fudged credentials.

Save time using our research service. Know the expert witnesses and be ready with LexisNexis® Expert Research On-Demand.

With LexisNexis® Expert Research On-Demand, you can choose from a wide range of available services, including:

- Testimonial history reports
- State license discipline searches
- Challenges-to-exclude-expert searches
- Transcript procurement
- And much more

www.lexisnexis.com/profilesuite
Judge Profile: Determine the best way to present your case.

Because of the critical role judges play in litigation, gaining an understanding of their past ruling tendencies and experience in a particular area of law can play an important part in determining your strategy. The Judge Profile draws upon courtroom records, the news and many other resources to give you an in-depth picture that includes authored works, personal interests and much more.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Bar: Simply type in the name to find information that’s pulled together from across authoritative LexisNexis® sources.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Search Bar: Simply type in the name to find information that’s pulled together from across authoritative LexisNexis® sources.

Snapshot: Select Snapshot from the ribbon at the top of the profile to find quick links to the complete array of relevant information, such as jury verdicts and settlements, dockets, cases and briefs pleadings and motions.

Ruling History: Tap into our extensive collection of court information, including verdicts, cases, briefs and more to learn experience, patterns and ruling tendencies.

Vital Facts: Under the ribbon, you’ll find information about a judge’s current contact information, current position, education and more.

Easy-to-Read Graphs: Complex information can be easily evaluated at a glance for quick insights.

Easy-to-Find Sources: Select the type of information you want to see from the ribbon under the search bar—including Snapshot, Ruling History, Publications, In the News and Lexis® Web.

---
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www.lexisnexis.com/profilesuite
Attorney Profile: Know what to expect.

Whether you’re facing an attorney in negotiations or the courtroom, a quick check of his background can reveal information that used to be difficult to obtain. An attorney profile provides instant insight on an attorney’s prior experience with similar lawsuits, areas of expertise, past verdicts and much more.

1. **Search Bar:** Simply type in the name to find information that’s pulled together from across authoritative LexisNexis sources.

2. **Snapshot:** Select snapshot from the ribbon at the top of the profile to find quick links to the complete array of relevant information, such as practice history, briefs, pleadings and motions, and more.

3. **Practice History:** Pulls together relevant information from a broad array of court information, including verdicts and settlements, docket and jury instructions.

4. **Vital Facts:** Under the ribbon, you’ll find information about an attorney’s current contact information, current position, education and more.

5. **Easy-to-Read Graphs:** Complex information can be easily evaluated at a glance for quick insights.

6. **Easy-to-Find Sources:** Select the type of information you want to see from the ribbon under the search bar—including Snapshot, Practice History, Publications, In the News and Lexis Web.

See for yourself! Go to www.lexisnexis.com/profilesuite.

Put the LexisNexis Litigation Profile Suite to work for you, and achieve efficient, cost-effective and successful litigation. Contact us today at 1.888.253.3901.